
The initials RWT stand for ‘Red Winemaking Trial’, the name given to the project internally when developmental work began in the 
early 1990s. Naturally, now no longer a ‘trial’, RWT Shiraz was launched in May 2000 with the 1997 vintage. Stylistically, RWT is 
contemporary, opulent and finely tuned. An interesting contrast to the well-established Grange, which is a more concentrated, 
muscular and assertive style. RWT is made from Barossa Valley Shiraz grapes primarily selected for their aromatic qualities, 
varietal typicity, fine tannins and plush texture. Maturation in French oak provides another contrast to Grange. The result is a 
wine that redefines Barossa Valley Shiraz at the highest quality level. While delightfully approachable on release, RWT Bin 798 
has the concentration and balance to age for many years.

GRAPE VARIETY
Shiraz

VINEYARD REGION
Barossa Valley

WINE ANALYSIS
Alc/Vol: 14.5%, Acidity: 6.9 g/L, pH: 3.71

MATURATION
14 months in French oak hogsheads (67% new, 29% 1-y.o.)

VINTAGE CONDITIONS
The Barossa Valley enjoyed near-average winter rainfall influenced by various climate patterns. The impact of La Niña in South 
Australia was minimal over the growing season. Heading into budburst, soil moisture levels were on the lower side due to below-
average rainfall in August and September. While spring was generally warm, temperatures remained modest for much of the season. 
October brought its share of challenges with heavy rains and isolated hail damage from thunderstorms late in the month. November 
continued the trend of above-average rainfall, while December stayed dry. The summer months were marked by temperate conditions, 
with only 11 days exceeding 35°C and no extreme heat events above 40°C. Ideal weather during harvest time — with significant day-to-
night temperature shifts — allowed canopies to maintain health and support sugar development and phenolic maturity in the grapes 
without risking desiccation. These conditions culminated in a vintage that allowed winemakers to harvest grapes at their peak 
ripeness and freshness. 

COLOUR
Barossa Noir.

NOSE
The nose is an array of fragrance and intricate perfumes. French oak is apparent, yet not overtly dominating, imparting an exotic spice 
that complements blue fruits, notably mulberry. There is an earthy depth, with ironstone adding to the wine’s aromatic profile. Layers 
continue to unfold with espresso and bitter chocolate adding richness, while rhubarb and fermented tea bring a unique edge. The 
savoury dimension is explored through pepper-crusted beef and fresh fennel notes, alongside a hint of liquorice. A final touch of 
polished leather rounds out this complex bouquet.

PALATE
White cherry and cherry pip lead, their fruitiness matched by chocolate undertones. Red and blue fruits come forward — mulberries 
and red currants — offering a spectrum of berry flavours. These are complemented by grape confection sweetness and the subtle 
spiciness of pink peppercorns. The structure exhibits both tension and potential; it is coiled, suggesting complexity that will reveal 
itself over time. Youthful yet layered tannins interplay with fine acidity to ensure each sip is as memorable as the last. A wine that 
captures the spirit of the Barossa Valley.

PEAK DRINKING
2026 – 2050

LAST TASTED
April 2024
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